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Professional DJ and hobbyists looking for a cost-effective professional DJ mixer will be impressed with the 
Reloop RMX-95, a 4+1 channel DJ mixer featuring an industry standard layout and workflow with a 
familiar and user-friendly interface. The layout includes four stereo input channels with gain, 3-band EQ, 
sound filters (HPF/LPF), and 60mm faders. The replaceable crossfader is compatible with the RMX Innofader.

 

The RMX-95 features an upgraded digital architecture with dual USB-B ports for connecting to two 
computers simultaneously, hugely advantageous for seamless changeovers and back-to-back sessions. The 
dual audio interface provides 10 inputs and 10 outputs. Additionally, there is a dual port USB-A hub for 
keeping your portable devices charged. Other notable features include two microphone inputs with a 2-
band EQ, two headphone outputs (1/4" / 3.5mm), and new Beat FX, which offer multiple studio-quality 
effects. The RMX-95 is DVS-enabled for Algoriddim djay PRO AI and features a groundbreaking Neural Mix 
function that lets you isolate beats, melodies, and vocals in the mix in real time.

 

Great for All Users

Industry standard layout and workflow

Familiar and user-friendly interface, making it suitable 
for both professional and hobbyist DJs

Standard Redefined

Professional 4+1-channel DJ club mixer

Dual 10 In/Out USB 2.0 audio interface with superb, 24-
bit sound quality

Dual-USB Audio Interface

Reloop RMX 95
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2 x USB ports allow smooth transitions between DJs and 
maximum flexibility when using different setups in a 
single club night.

Active USB hub to connect USB accessories

Connections Galore

MIDI-compatible control elements

2 x high-retention USB 2.0 port, especially durable

2 x mic inputs with dedicated Mic On button

2 x headphone outputs via 1.4" and 3.5mm stereo jack 
with split cue

2 x mic inputs with dedicated Mic On button

Booth output in stereo or mono

DVS-Enabled for djay Pro and Neural Mix

RMX-95 works with Algoriddim djay PRO AI via plug and 
play

Unlocks upon connection; no software activation 
necessary

Groundbreaking Neural Mix function lets you isolate 
beats, melodies, and vocals in the mix in real time

Fully Digital Architecture

3-band EQ with adjustable behavior (classic/kill)



New Beat FX unit with multiple effects in studio quality: 
Echo, Reverb, Flanger, Phaser, Vinyl Brake, Loop Roll, 
Noise, Pitch Shift, Delay, Ping Pong Delay, Tape Delay, 
Bitcrusher, Transformer

FX frequency control (LPF/HPF) for manipulating effects 
in selected frequency band

Sound Filters: Bipolar filter unit with LPF and HPF

Neural Mix EQ mode

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


